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Abstract—This paper focuses on a new type of wireless
devices in the domain between RFIDs and sensor networks –
Energy Harvesting Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs). Future
EnHANTs will be small, flexible, and self-powered devices that
can be attached to objects that are traditionally not networked
(e.g., books, furniture, toys, produce, and clothing), thereby
providing the infrastructure for various tracking applications. We
present the design considerations for the EnHANT prototypes,
developed over the past 3 years. The prototypes harvest indoor
light energy using custom organic solar cells, communicate and
form multihop networks using ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband
Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers, and dynamically adapt
their communications and networking patterns to the energy
harvesting and battery states. We describe a small scale testbed
that uniquely allows evaluating different algorithms with tracebased light energy inputs. Finally, we experimentally evaluate the
performance of different energy harvesting adaptive policies with
organic solar cells and UWB-IR transceivers.
Index Terms—Energy adaptive networking, energy harvesting, ultra-low-power communications, organic solar cells, ultrawideband (UWB), cross-layer.
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Fig. 1. (a) A custom-designed flexible organic solar cell (photovoltaic), and
(b) the intended EnHANT form factor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on the design and prototyping of a
new type of ultra-low-power device - Energy Harvesting
Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs). EnHANTs will be small,
flexible, and energetically self-reliant wireless tags that harvest
indoor light energy and can be attached to objects that are
traditionally not networked.
The realization of the EnHANTs vision is based on recent
advances in energy harvesting [7], [29], [34]. In particular,
advances in the the area of organic semiconductors for energy
harvesting allow the fabrication of organic photovoltaics1
(OPVs) on flexible substrates [29], thereby enabling the pervasive use of future flexible EnHANTs (a custom-designed flexible OPV is shown in Fig. 1(a)). Another enabling technology
is ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse-Radio (UWB-IR)
communications [9], [10], [38]. UWB-IR spends significantly
less energy than other low-power wireless technologies due to
its pulse-based nature [13].
The advances in these areas will allow small, flexible,
lightweight tags to communicate and network in environments
with limited energy availability (e.g., while harvesting indoor

light energy).2 A form factor for the envisioned EnHANT is
shown in Fig. 1(b). A tag of this size (less than 4.5x4.5cm)
will support continuous data rates between 1 and 13kpbs [16].
EnHANTs will be one of the enablers for the Internet of
Things [13], and will support a variety of tracking and monitoring applications beyond what current tracking technology,
RFIDs, permits. While RFIDs make it possible to identify an
object, EnHANTs will make it possible to search for an object,
and to continuously track objects’ whereabouts, including their
proximity to each other.
In [13], [17] we described a representative EnHANT application: locating a misplaced book in a library. In this
application, EnHANTs will be attached to library books,
harvest indoor light, and wirelessly exchange IDs with the
neighboring books. If a book is misplaced, its ID will be
significantly different from the IDs of its neighbors, and this
information will be forwarded to the librarian. Additional representative applications include finding items with particular
characteristics in a store or a warehouse, locating misplaced
items, and continuous peer monitoring of merchandize in
transit.
A few solar (sunlight) powered sensor networks have been
deployed and tested [34], [41]. Additionally, networking protocols for energy harvesting nodes recently started gaining attention (e.g., [8], [12], [25]). However, the challenges imposed by
the cross layer interactions between indoor energy harvesting,
RF transceiver design, communications, and networking have
not been studied in depth [13].
Hence, we present the design considerations of the EnHANT prototypes, developed over the past 3 years. The

1 We use the term photovoltaic rather than solar cell to emphasize the use
for harvesting indoor light, rather than sunlight.

2 Indoors, the amount of energy available is a thousand times lower than
outdoors [13].
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Fig. 3.
A software-based light control system, along with 4 EnHANT
prototypes.
Fig. 2.

An EnHANT prototype.

current prototypes (shown in Fig. 2) are much larger than the
envisioned node that appears in Fig. 1(b). Yet, they already
harvest indoor light energy using custom-designed OPVs
(which can be made flexible) and communicate wirelessly
using ultra-low-power UWB-IR transceivers. The prototypes
form small networks and adapt their communications and
networking patterns to the battery and energy harvesting states
using an Energy Harvesting Module (EHM). The prototype
design has been driven by the needs of the higher layers (e.g.,
flow control, multihopping), while the higher layer protocols
(e.g., MAC and flow control) had to adapt to the physical
layer (OPV and UWB-IR) characteristics. The prototypes were
developed in 5 integration phases, each of which was presented
in a conference demonstration session [14], [15], [32], [44].
Next, we present the EnHANTs testbed3 , which enables
controllable and repeatable experiments with communications
and networking algorithms for energy harvesting nodes. The
testbed allows observing the states of the prototypes in real
time and includes a software-based light control system (see
Fig. 3) that can expose solar cells to controllable light conditions based on real-world light energy traces.
Algorithms on all layers of the protocol stack need to be
redesigned in order to support networking energy harvesting
devices. However, due to space constraints, designing new
energy harvesting adaptive algorithms is out of the scope
of this paper. Rather, using the testbed and the prototypes,
we conducted experiments regarding the performance of the
algorithms proposed in [12], [16], [22]. We considered: (i)
algorithms that determine the energy spending rate of a node,
(ii) link layer algorithms that determine the data rates of
communicating nodes, and (iii) flow control and collection
tree selection algorithms for a small network. Our evaluation
method is unique, since we provide the nodes various light
energy scenarios and conduct repeatable experiments. Insights
obtained in the experiments may apply beyond the EnHANTs
to energy harvesting sensor networks [21], [30], [45] and
networks of computational RFIDs [19]. We also evaluated the
energy related tradeoffs of the UWB-IR transceivers in realistic
environments using Aloha vs. Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA).
3A

video showing the testbed is available at youtu.be/QFCf62lBATI .

To conclude, the main contributions of this paper are (i)
the design and development of EnHANT prototypes, (ii) the
design of a testbed for the evaluation of energy harvesting
algorithms, and (iii) the experimental evaluation of such algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, the EnHANT prototypes
are the first wireless devices that harvest energy using OPVs,
the first to demonstrate multihop data forwarding over the ultra
low power UWB-IR physical layer, and the first to adapt to the
harvesting states in real time. We also note that this work is the
first attempt to evaluate energy harvesting adaptive policies in
a controllable experimental environment.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss
the related work. Sections III presents an overview of the
prototypes and the testbed. Section IV introduces the notation
and the experimental settings. Section V discusses the OPVs,
the EHM, and energy allocation policies for energy harvesting
nodes. Section VI discusses the UWB-IR transceiver, the MAC
layer, and the link layer energy harvesting adaptive policies.
Section VII discusses energy harvesting adaptive policies for
networks of energy harvesting devices. We conclude the paper
in Section VIII. The prototypes and the testbed presented
in this work were developed over several phases; these are
summarized in Appendix I.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Combining the advances in energy harvesting and ultra low
power communications has attracted attention from industry
[1], [4] and academia. Energy harvesting can be used to power
sensor nodes [4], [34], computational RFIDs [19], and to
realize mm3 -scale wireless devices [3].
EnHANT prototypes include an EHM, which provides real
time energy awareness, and OPVs, which are specifically
designed for indoor energy harvesting. Similar systems [30],
[35], [36] offer only limited energy awareness and do not
provide real time harvesting rate information. Existing sensor
network nodes that harvest energy from sunlight [22], [34],
[41] and indoor light [42] typically use monocrystalline or
amorphous silicon solar cells, rather than OPVs.
The prototypes include a UWB-IR communication module
and support MAC and networking functionalities over the
UWB-IR physical layer. There have been other UWB-IR
implementations [10], [31], [38]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none have implemented a network of more than
two nodes, nor has any experimental MAC or higher layer
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Fig. 4. A block diagram of the EnHANT prototype, and its interactions with
the testbed.

communications been reported. MAC protocols for UWB-IR
based on a time-hopping physical layer [39] (which differs
from our transceiver) can be found in [43] and references
therein. Carrier sensing is difficult to implement in UWB-IR
[43]. This complicates the implementation of even simple
CSMA schemes. Hence, the 802.15.4.a standard [2] provides a
UWB-IR physical layer and an Aloha MAC layer with optional
carrier sensing based on preamble detection [27].
While several testbeds exist (e.g., [34], [41]), to the best
of our knowledge, our testbed is the first to support tracebased light energy control functionality. Solar simulators (used
for testing solar cells) can provide precisely controlled illumination (approximating sunlight) but cannot create trace-based
dynamic light environments.
Using the prototypes and the testbed, we experiment with
energy harvesting adaptive policies [12], [16], [22], [25], [28].
Many such policies were proposed for different layers of the
networking stack [8], [12], [25], [28], [41], [45]. However, the
majority of the policies were only evaluated via simulations.
III. P ROTOTYPE

AND

T ESTBED

A. Prototype
The EnHANT prototype is shown in Fig. 2 and its block
diagram, including the different modules and their interactions,
is shown in Fig. 4. The Energy Harvesting Module (EHM)
contains a rechargeable battery and energy monitoring circuitry. It interfaces with the solar cells, which are specifically
designed to harvest indoor light energy. The current EHM is
not powering the EnHANT prototype. The harvested energy is
stored in the EHM’s battery, and the energy spending on communications and other activities is emulated by discharging a
load.
The prototypes communicate with each other wirelessly using ultra-low-power Ultra-Wideband Impulse-Radio
(UWB-IR) Communication Modules, based on UWB-IR transmitter and receiver chips (described in [9]). The custom chips
are mounted onto a printed circuit board that interfaces with
the other prototype components. A Complex Programmable
Logic Device is used to realize the glue logic between the
radio chipset and the rest of the prototype.4 The prototype
4 Note that while the transceiver chips were described in [9], the overall
UWB-IR communication module shown in Fig. 2 was developed specifically
for this paper.

Fig. 6.

A screenshot of the EnHANT testbed monitoring system.

Control Module (CM) is based on a legacy off-the-shelf
MICA2 mote that runs TinyOS with an added Fennec Fox
software framework [33]. The CM implements the MAC and
forwarding protocols tailored for the UWB-IR transceivers.
The Communication Module is integrated with the CM such
that packets originating in the TinyOS application layer are
sent wirelessly via the UWB-IR transceiver. The CM adapts
the prototype’s networking and communication patterns, based
on the energy states reported by the EHM.
B. Testbed
Our small scale testbed, shown schematically in Fig. 5,
includes 6 EnHANT prototypes, a control and monitoring
system, and a software-based light control system. For control
and monitoring, the prototypes are placed on MIB600 programming boards and accessed from a PC via Ethernet. On
the PC, a Java-based graphical monitoring system shows in
real time the network topology, data rates, energy harvested,
battery levels, and the individual packets transmitted (they are
shown as flashing ‘arrows’). A screenshot of the monitoring
system is shown in Fig. 6.
The software-based light control system allows exposing
individual prototypes to repeatable light energy conditions
based on real-world irradiance (light energy) traces. The
system is shown in Fig. 3, and the hardware configuration
for the system is shown in Table I. To ensure full control
over light conditions, the photovoltaics are placed inside
custom-designed dark box enclosures, shown in Fig. 7. The
light sources are component cool white LEDs, mounted on
heat sinks and attached to the enclosures. A LabVIEW script
on a PC controls the irradiance inside each enclosure by
controlling the current supplied to the LEDs from a DC
power supply. The irradiance produced by the system was
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TABLE I
T HE HARDWARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE LIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM .

Control
Agilent E3631A DC power supply with
LabVIEW-controlled LED current

Lamps
Engin LZ4-00CW00 component
LEDs

Enclosure and Mounting
Custom dark box with 3D printed solar cell
mounting fixtures

in the corresponding sections. In some sections we compare
experimental results to simulations, conducted in MATLAB.
V. E NERGY H ARVESTING

Fig. 7. A dark box enclosure used in the light control
system.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 8.
Solar cells integrated with EnHANT prototypes: (a) an amorphous silicon
(a-Si) solar cell, and (b) a custom-fabricated
organic photovoltaic (OPV).

calibrated using a NIST-traceable photodiode (Newport UV818). The system can produce over 3,000 distinct irradiance
levels between 0 and 14mW/cm2 (an effective resolution of
less than 5µW/cm2 ); the irradiance levels can be changed with
time steps of under 0.1sec.
This system allows replicating real-world irradiance traces
with remarkable repeatability (for example, energy harvesting
rates over several repetitions of a light energy trace are shown
in Figures 11(a), 16(a), and 18(a)). This ensures that experimental evaluations of energy harvesting adaptive policies are
based on the same energy inputs.
IV. N OTATION AND E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
The notation used in following sections is summarized
below. We denote the energy harvesting rate of node u in
time slot i by eu (i), the desired energy spending rate by s′u (i),
the actual energy spending rate by su (i), and the data rate by
ru (i). We denote the battery charge level of node u in slot i by
Bu (i). Throughout this paper, Bu (i) is reported in Coulombs.5
In determining node data rates, we consider the energy spent
on transmitting and receiving a bit, denoted by ctx and crx ,
respectively.
We experimentally evaluate several energy harvesting adaptive policies. For these evaluations we provide the prototypes
light inputs based on indoor light energy traces available
at [18] and refer to the trace identifiers from [18] (L-1,
L-2, ... ). The light control system allows ‘replaying’ light
energy traces at different time and light intensity ‘scales’. In
the experimental evaluations we ‘compress’ traces in time,
downsampling original day-long traces to ‘play’ in 6 – 12min.
To capture the corresponding dynamics in energy storage
behavior, we additionally scale the traces by a factor indicated
5
Battery levels and battery capacities are often reported in various different
units, units of charge (Coulombs, Ampere-hours), and units of energy (Joules).
Since 1C = 1A · 1s, the conversion between Coulombs and Ampere-hours is
straightforward. To calculate the energy, the charge is multiplied by the voltage
of the battery, VBAT . In our system, VBAT = 2.4V, thus the charge of 1C (or,
equivalently, 278µAh) corresponds to 2.4J of energy.

In this section we briefly describe the photovoltaics and the
EHM, and then evaluate a few energy allocation policies for
energy harvesting nodes.
A. Photovoltaics and the Energy Harvesting Module (EHM)
We equipped EnHANT prototypes with custom-designed
OPVs and with commercially available amorphous silicon
(a-Si) solar cells that are commonly used for indoor harvesting
applications [4], [42]. The photovoltaics are shown in Fig. 8.6
The two types of photovoltaics can be easily interchanged, as
can be seen in Fig. 2.
Different types of photovoltaics perform differently under
the same light conditions. For example, the harvesting efficiency of the OPVs is 1%, while the harvesting efficiency
of a-Si cells varies between 1% and 3% depending on the
irradiance (see the measurement results in Fig. 9(a)). Correspondingly, as shown in Fig. 9(c), when we expose the
two photovoltaics to irradiance levels based on a light energy
trace recorded over a day in L-1 (Fig. 9(b)), the ‘curves’ of
the power generated by the two photovoltaics have different
shapes. We note that these effects are difficult to capture in
simulations (e.g., [12], [16], [20]), which simply assume that
the energy harvested by a solar cell is a linear function of the
irradiance.
The EHM stores the energy harvested by a photovoltaic in
a rechargeable battery. A block diagram and a photo of the
EHM are shown in Fig. 10. The EHM interactions with the
other prototype components are shown in Fig. 4. The hardware
parameters for the EHM are summarized in Table II.
The EHM monitors, in near real time, the battery level,
B(i), and the energy harvesting rate, e(i), and reports them
to the Control Module. To track B(i), the EHM’s energy
monitoring circuitry uses a Coulomb counter, which measures
the bidirectional current across RSENSE2 . To track e(i), the
EHM uses a high side current sense amplifier, which measures the instantaneous current across RSENSE1 . The Coulomb
counter updates the battery level every 0.875s; the battery level
resolution is under 5mC.
The EHM does not supply energy to the other EnHANT prototype components. Rather, as shown schematically in Fig. 4,
the EHM implements controlled energy spending functionality,
where, in correspondence with transceiver energy spending on
transmitting and receiving packets, the Control Module signals
6 The a-Si cells are the Sanyo AM-1815 cells with a 5.61x4.52cm2 active
area. A description of the process we followed to fabricate the OPVs can be
found in [37]. The OPVs area is 5.0x5.0cm2 .
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Fig. 10. (a) A photo of the Energy Harvesting Module (EHM),
and (b) its block diagram.

TABLE II
T HE EHM CONFIGURATION .

Battery Battery
Capacity

VBAT

NiMH

2.4V

540C

Coulomb Integration Max.
Counter Time
avg.
current
DS2740 875ms
5.12mA

Resolution,
instant.
current
625nA

to the EHM to activate a small load, which spends energy at
a requested rate s(i). Releasing the constraint of running the
prototype using harvested energy allows us to experiment with
various hardware and protocol configurations. In the EHM, the
energy is spent by discharging the battery through the load
resistor RLOAD (see Fig. 10) for τms. Each load activation
reduces the battery by ∆B = τ · VBAT /(RLOAD + RSENSE1 ) =
208.68µC. To verify the precision of the EHM’s controllable
energy spending, we compared the energy spending rates
calculated according to this formula, and the energy spending
rates we experimentally obtained, for a set of EHM load
activation rates. For up to 12 load activations per second, the
discrepancy was under 2.1%.
B. Node Energy Allocation Policies
Many different energy allocation policies for energy harvesting nodes have been recently proposed [12], [22], [28].
We evaluate a set of simple policies that aim to achieve energy
neutrality – full, yet not excessive, spending of the energy
harvested by the nodes. These policies, briefly described
below, closely match node energy spending rates, s(i), to node
energy harvesting rates, e(i). In the following sections, we use
these policies as building blocks for wider-scale (i.e., link and
network) energy harvesting adaptive policies.
Exponential Policies (EX): The desired energy spending rate
s′ (i) is set to the exponential average of the energy harvesting
rate: s′ (i) ← eb(i) = α· eb(i−1)+(1−α)·e(i), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Similar
policies were evaluated, via simulations, in [25].
Energy Profile-based Policies (EP-K): A node creates an
energy profile {e(1), ..., e(K)} by determining its expected
harvesting rate, e(i), for different time intervals i. Energy
profiles are used as inputs to many proposed policies [8], [12],
[16], [22], [25], [28]. In the EP-K policies (K corresponds
to the number of time intervals), the node’s desired energy
spending rates are set to the expected energy harvesting rates:
s′ (i) ← e(i) ∀i ∈ K. For example, the EP-1 policy (examined,
via simulations, in [12], [16]), corresponds to a node spending

Resolution, Current
battery
Amplifier
charge
5mC
MAX4173

RLOAD RSENSE1 RSENSE2 τ
220Ω

10Ω

10Ω

20ms

energy at its average expected harvesting rate over the entire
planning horizon.
We conducted extensive experiments with different EX and
EP-K policies, providing nodes, equipped with either an a-Si
solar cell or an OPV, a dynamic light energy input based on the
light energy traces from [18]. Examples of energy spending
rates, recorded in prototypes running these policies, are shown
in Fig. 11(b). They are obtained for node energy harvesting
rates illustrated in Fig. 11(a) (where errorbars represent variations in energy harvesting rates in different experiments).7
The experimental results and the results obtained via MATLAB simulations closely match. For example, for the policies
shown in Fig. 11(c), the largest mismatch between the experimentally recorded and simulated battery levels was 5mC
(one battery resolution level of the EHM). This confirms the
reliability and precision of the energy state monitoring and
controlled energy spending functionalities of the EHM.
The EX and EP-K policies effectively ensure energy neutrality. For example, in all our experiments with the EX and EP-K
policies corresponding to node energy harvesting rates shown
in Fig. 11(a), the node used 95%-96% of the harvested energy.
However, as we will demonstrate in subsequent sections,
while these simple policies are effective ‘in isolation’, they do
not take into account considerations important for networked
nodes (e.g., that the nodes communicate, and thus may spend
energy, in all time slots, including those with s′ (i) = 0).
VI. UWB-IR C OMMUNICATIONS , M EDIUM ACCESS
C ONTROL , AND L INK L AYER
The EnHANT prototypes communicate using ultra-lowpower Ultra-Wideband Impulse Radio (UWB-IR) transceivers.
The UWB-IR techniques used in the prototypes are fundamentally different from traditional narrow-band techniques. In
7 We provided the prototype with a light input corresponding to the light
energy recorded over a day in L-3, compressed to 321s and scaled by 2.1x. The
prototype was equipped with an a-Si solar cell. In the experiments conducted,
the variability in total energy harvested was under 1.9%.
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The UWB-IR Communication Module.

UWB-IR, information is transmitted using very short pulses
and most of the transceiver circuitry can be shut down between
the pulses, resulting in significant power savings [13]. Yet,
pulse-based communications pose many challenges. Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) functionality, for example, is not
straightforward in UWB-IR. This is because, in UWB-IR,
there is no continuous carrier waveform to sense and the low
transmit power complicates the discerning of a busy channel
from narrowband interference [43]. Additionally, in UWB-IR
the energy required to receive a bit is an order of magnitude
higher than the energy required to transmit a bit [9], [13], [38].
A. UWB-IR Chipset and EnHANT Prototype Integration
The UWB-IR transceiver [9] operates in a 500MHz band
around a center frequency of 3.8GHz. The modulation scheme
is Synchronized On-Off Keying (S-OOK), shown in Fig. 12,
which permits low power timing acquisition. An S-OOK
symbol consists of a synchronization pulse, which is always
present, and a data pulse, which is only present for a ‘1’ bit.
These pulses are separated by a time interval Tb . Adjacent
symbols are separated by a time interval Ts . Targeting low
data rate applications, we currently use Tb = 1µs, Ts = 54µs,
for a transmission rate of 18.5kbps.
The UWB-IR Communication Module, shown in Fig. 2 and
represented schematically in Fig. 4 (as part of the EnHANT
prototype diagram), is implemented on a dedicated printed
circuit board, and is interfaced with an omnidirectional UWB
antenna [26].8 To integrate the chipset with the EnHANT
8 We note that while the design of the UWB-IR transceivers was described
in [9], the integration of the transceiver with the higher layers, and evaluations
in realistic environments (sending data packets, multi-user interference) have
not been presented before.

prototypes, we designed a dedicated printed circuit board
(see Fig. 13). A wideband RF switch alternately connects
the transmitter and receiver to the antenna port, enabling
half duplex communication. The prototype is equipped with
a 1.5cm×1.2cm antenna (shown in Fig. 2), designed for
omnidirectional UWB communication.
To integrate the UWB-IR transceiver with the protocol
stack, we developed a device driver under TinyOS and the
Fennec Fox framework [33]. Fennec Fox framework provides a
layered modular programming environment, enabling separate
interchanging of software modules for different protocol stack
levels, and thus allowing operating over a custom physical
layer. The driver provides an abstract interface to the MAC
layer, and functionalities such as transmit/receive mode switch,
packet serialization, buffering, and Clear Channel Assessment.
Previous work on MAC for UWB-IR assumes that performing CCA is not possible. Yet, for the non-time-hopping
UWB-IR communications used in the prototypes, we managed
to implement CCA using a simple threshold-based energy
detector.9 The receiver chip listens for an output pulse for
2 · Tb ; if no pulse is demodulated, the channel is declared idle.
Energy spikes from interfering systems [6] may cause CCA to
falsely report a busy channel. However, for our purposes, these
CCA ‘false alarms’ do little to affect our application which
can wait until the noise spikes dissipate to transmit a packet.
In future work we could further reduce this interference by
adding a dedicated UWB filter that rejects energy from known
frequency bands (i.e., cellular, WiFi).
B. Single Link Experiments
Prior to performing MAC experiments, we extensively characterized the UWB-IR communication module’s sensitivity to
narrowband interference, transmission rate limits, and packet
error rates under different conditions.
The UWB-IR frequency spectrum overlaps many frequency
bands from narrowband communications systems including,
for example, cellular frequencies. Therefore, we tested the
transceiver’s vulnerability to a given narrowband interfering
system by placing a cell phone at varying distances from the
9
In time hopping UWB-IR [39], pulses are transmitted at different time
slots according to a time hopping code. Due to the low required data rates of
our applications, our UWB-IR transceiver foregoes the added complexity of
time-hopping, and as a result, only one node accesses the channel at a time.
On the other hand, this enables the implementation of the described CCA
scheme.
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Fig. 14. (a) Packet success probability as a function of packet rate for 14 and
50 byte packets with logging enabled and disabled, and (b) packet success
probability as a function of packet length and distance between nodes.
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receiver and placing a 5 min call at each distance. The packet
error rates are shown in Table III. The results indicate that
our transceiver is susceptible to narrowband interference at
distances less than 0.5m which is sufficient for our experiments. Cellular interference is a representative example of
narrowband systems in our testing environment, and therefore,
we generalize these results and conclude that the UWB-IR
transceiver and the CCA scheme operate uninhibited when
interfering transmitters are kept at least a couple of meters
away.
While the transceiver is capable of a transmission rate up
to 18.5kbps, computational constraints limit the effective transmission rate when sending packetized data.10 We therefore
conducted experiments to characterize the effective transmission rate limit for a single link. In a first set of experiments,
3,000 packets were sent over a link in one direction, for
varying packet rates and a constant packet size.11 In each
experiment (i.e., for each packet size and rate), the receiver
reported how many packets were correctly received. In a follow up experiment, the receiver logged information on packet
arrival time by sending data via Ethernet to the prototype monitoring system.12 The results of these experiments are shown
in Fig. 14(a). For a fixed packet size of 14 bytes, a 99% packet
success rate was achieved for effective transmission rates less
than 6.2kbps and 8kbps with and without logging, respectively.
After exceeding these rates, packets always fail. This is due
to interrupt overhead incurred by both packet transmission to
the CPLD and the handling of data logging. Increasing the
packet length to 50 bytes enables higher transmission rates.
This is due to the lower computational load resulting from
additional time between successive packet reception interrupts.
In the following sections, by using a 50 byte packet with
effective transmission rates not exceeding 5kbps, we minimize
the packet errors caused by computational overloading of the
system.
We characterized the effect of varying the packet length and
distance between nodes on the packet error rate. The results,
10 We

convert to effective transmission rate = (packet length)*(packet rate).
otherwise stated, nodes were directly adjacent to each other at a
distance of 0.17m.
12 Sending information through the Ethernet port is imperative for many of
our experimental results. Therefore, it is important to characterize the system
performance with this constraint.
11 Unless
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TABLE III
T HE PACKET ERROR RATES WHEN A CELL PHONE CONTINUOUSLY PLACED
CALLS AT VARYING DISTANCES FROM THE RECEIVER .
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Fig. 15. (a) Average throughput as a function of p, the transmit probability
for Aloha and CSMA (100% throughput is 18.5kbps), and (b) average energy
spent per successful packet transmission, as a function of p.

shown in Fig. 14(b) indicate that the nodes achieve a very low
packet error rate at short distances even for long packets. At
the maximum packet length of 620 bytes, the effect of the
added distances is observed. Therefore, for all experiments
reported below, we minimize the packet error rates by setting
the distance between nodes to 0.17m.
C. Medium Access Control (MAC) Evaluation
On top of the UWB-IR physical layer, we implemented
two basic MAC protocols: p-persistent CSMA (enabled by
our implementation of CCA) and the slotted Aloha.13 To the
best of our knowledge, while more sophisticated protocols
have been theoretically analyzed, this is the first attempt
to implement and evaluate MAC protocols over a UWB-IR
physical layer.
CCA requires listening to the channel, which is a relatively
energetically expensive operation in UWB-IR. Thus, we conducted experiments to analyze the tradeoff between the added
energy consumption of CSMA and the increased throughput.
For both MAC protocols, Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show
experimentally obtained throughput and energy spending values, correspondingly. The evaluations were conducted in
networks of 2 and 4 ‘infinitely backlogged’ (i.e., sending
as often as possible) EnHANT prototypes. Energy spending
per successful packet, shown in Fig. 15(b), was calculated
based on transceiver energy consumption data provided in [9]
(0.31mW transmitting, 3.9mW idle listening). Clearly, the
Aloha throughput ‘curves’, shown in Fig. 15(a), bear strong
resemblance to classical analytical Aloha results.
Expectedly, in terms of throughput, CSMA outperforms
Aloha. Additionally, despite the added cost of CCA, the
collision avoidance provided by CSMA reduces the average
energetic cost per successful packet significantly as compared
to Aloha. Expectedly, CSMA throughput increases as p increases. Yet, CSMA throughput is lower than the theoretical
values, due to a delay between sensing a free channel and
13 In Aloha, given a packet, a node transmits in a slot with probability p.
In p-persistent CSMA, with probability p, a node senses the channel, and
transmits if the channel is determined to be idle.
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To demonstrate energy adaptive networking, we must first
quantify ctx and crx , the expected energy spent (at the MAC
and physical layers) to send and receive a bit, respectively.
Using 1-persistent CSMA, ctx and crx will increase as a
function of channel utilization. Yet, with some approximations,
we estimate ctx and crx for a 50 byte packet using power
consumption data from [9] as follows. Transmitting a packet
consumes 6.7µJ. An additional 0.41µJ is consumed per CCA.
If perfectly synchronized, the receiver would consume 31.3µJ
per packet reception. However, the receiver must idly listen for
the start of the packet which will vary based on clock drift.
The current prototypes rely on the microcontrollers of MICA2
motes (ATmega 128L AVR); their internal clock drift is rated
at 3%. Assuming a packet transmission every 200ms, we set
the guard time to ±6ms which results in 45.6µJ per guard
time. Further, the receiver must listen for 1 guard time around
every possible CCA slot until it hears the packet. We therefore
limit the sender to performing 1 CCA and if the channel is
busy, drop the packet. This bounds the maximum sending and
receiving per packet at 7.1µJ and 76.9µJ, respectively, and we
therefore estimate ctx = 17.8nJ/bit and crx = 179.8nJ/bit.
Due to our conservative estimations regarding the additional
overheads, these ctx and crx values are one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the chipset energy consumption (1nJ/bit
transmitting and 2-3nJ/bit receiving [5]); however, even under
the conservative assumptions, the energy consumption is lower
than that of Zigbee (296.4nJ/bit transmitting and 324nJ/bit
receiving [23]). Aligning the overall energy consumption with
that of the chipset is a subject for future work. Note that it is
significantly more expensive to receive than it is to transmit,
with the majority of the energy consumed when searching for
the start of the packet. This can be improved by using a clock
with higher accuracy, using clock synchronization techniques
(including techniques based on properties of indoor lighting
[24]), or through receiver initiated MAC protocols such as
[11].
E. Energy Harvesting Aware Data Rate Adaptation Policies
Communicating energy harvesting nodes need to jointly
adapt their link layer behavior. Hence, we experimentally evaluated simple energy-harvesting-aware link data rate adaptation
policies – the Decoupled Rate Control (DRC) policies, proposed in [16]. These polices aim to achieve energy neutrality
(see Section V-B). Under the DRC policy, prototypes u and v
determine, independently, their desired energy spending rates
s′ (i), using the EX or EP-K policies described in Section V-B.
The prototypes exchange these values, and calculate their data
rates as {ru (i), rv (i)} ← max{min[s′u (i), s′v (i)]/(ctx + crx ), rmin },
where rmin is the minimum rate required to maintain a link.
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Fig. 16. Decoupled Rate Control (DRC) link policies: (a) energy harvesting
rates, (b) data rates under the EX and EP-1 policies, (c) average data rates
under the EP-12 policy, experimentally obtained and simulated, and (d)
percentage of harvested energy used by v, under the EX and EP-12 policies.

We extensively evaluated the DRC policies with different
light energy inputs. Fig. 16(b), for example, shows the data
rates assigned by the DRC policy, in combination with the EX
and EP-1 policies, corresponding to energy harvesting rates
shown in Fig. 16(a) (where errorbars represent variations in
energy harvesting rates in different experiments).14
The experimentally obtained link data rates are slightly
lower than the data rates obtained in simulations. For example,
Fig. 16(c)15 shows experiments with the DRC policy in
combination with EP-12. For node energy harvesting rates
shown in Fig. 16(a), nodes u and v achieved, correspondingly,
90-92% and 84-87% of the data rates expected based on
the simulations. These discrepancies are attributed to packet
errors, which are not captured by the simulations, and are
the result of MAC layer collisions, system computational
overloads, and noise induced bit errors.
In combination with the EP-1 policy, the DRC policy
achieves energy neutrality. Combined with other policies, it
may, due to its per time slot calculations, underspend the overall energy harvested. Moreover, it may also overspend energy
if nodes need to communicate (e.g., to maintain synchronization, or to exchange basic energy awareness information) in all
time slots, including those in which min{s′u (i), s′v (i)} = 0. Both
underspending and overspending of energy can be observed in
Fig. 16(d), which shows the energy spent by nodes running the
DRC policy in combination with the EX and EP-12 policies,
for energy harvesting rates shown in Fig. 16(a).

14 We provided the prototypes with light inputs corresponding to the light
energy recorded over a day in L-1 and L-2 (nearby locations in the same
office [18]), compressed to 700s and scaled by 20.0x. The prototypes were
equipped with OPVs. In 10 experiments, the variability in the total energy
harvested was under 4.7% for node u, and under 6.1% for node v.
15 Each data point in Figures 16(c) and 16(d) corresponds to a complete
700s (11.6min) EnHANT testbed experiment.
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Fig. 17. Small-scale multihop network topologies: (a) a 3-node
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Fig. 18. FLEX flow control policies: (a) energy harvesting rates, (b) data rates under
the EX and EP-1 node energy allocation policies, and (c) average data rates, under the
EX policy, for different values of rc .

Algorithm 1 FLEX policy running on the CC, for the 3-node
line multihop network topology shown in Fig. 17(a).
Input: s′u (i), s′v (i), s′cc (i);
if s′u (i) > s′v (i) · (2 + crx/ctx ) then
sbv (i) ← s′v (i); sbu (i) ← s′u (i) − s′v (i) · (1 + crx/ctx );
else
{b
su (i), sbv (i)} ← s′u (i)/(2 + crx /ctx );
if (s′u (i)/ctx ) > (s′cc (i)/crx ) then
RT ← s′cc (i)/crx ; Rcurr ← [b
su (i) + sbv (i)]/ctx ;
if Rcurr > RT then
sbu (i) ← sbu (i) · RT /Rcurr ; sbv (i) ← sbv (i) · RT /Rcurr ;
Return: ru (i) ← max[b
su (i)/ctx , rmin ];
rv (i) ← max[b
sv (i)/ctx , rmin ];

VII. E NERGY H ARVESTING A DAPTIVE F LOW C ONTROL
AND C OLLECTION T REE S ELECTION
In this section we evaluate, using a small multihop network
of prototypes, policies for networks of energy harvesting
nodes. To the best of our knowledge, the EnHANT testbed
network is the first UWB-IR-based multihop network. We note
that most algorithms proposed for networks of energy harvesting nodes [8], [20], [25] are too complex for implementation
in ultra-low-power indoor environments (recall that indoors
the amount of light energy available is a thousand times lower
than outdoors), as they require multiple local [8] or global
[25] iterations, or complex calculations [20]. We thus focus
on evaluating simple policies and heuristics.
Our evaluations focus on data collection scenarios (e.g.,
ID collection), corresponding to the envisioned tracking applications. Fig. 17 shows the considered network topologies:
a 3-node line network and a diamond network. In these
topologies, prototypes u, v, and w generate messages, and send
them, via multihop collection trees, to a prototype that serves
as a Collection Coordinator (CC).
A. Flow Control
Our experiments with networks of energy harvesting nodes
strongly indicated the need for flow control policies. When
nodes set their data rates without considering other nodes
(i.e., by setting r(i) ← s′ (i)/ctx ), networked nodes overspend energy dramatically. This is particularly pronounced
in UWB-IR-based networks, where, due to the ratio between
energy spending on receiving and transmitting (see Section

VI-C), a node spends approximately 10 times more energy on
receiving and forwarding a packet for another node than on
transmitting its own packet.
We evaluated flow control policies to which we refer to as
FLEX, that are based on the DLEX node data rate assignment
algorithm proposed in [12]. FLEX, running on the CC, assigns ‘fair’ (lexicographically maximal [12]) data rates to the
network nodes.16 Under FLEX, the prototypes independently
determine their desired energy spending rates, s′ (i), using the
EX or EP-K node energy allocation policies, and send them
to the CC. The CC allocates data rates such that the total
energy spending rates of the nodes do not exceed s′ (i), and the
assigned data rates are fair. The FLEX policy for the 3-node
line network topology (Fig. 17(a)) is shown in Alg. 1. The
algorithm first computes lexicographically maximal data rates
that the forwarding node u can support, then checks whether
the CC can support these rates, and, if necessary, scales the
rates proportionally. To maintain network connectivity, nodes
communicate at a rate of at least rmin .
We conducted extensive experiments with the FLEX policy
using a variety of light inputs. Fig. 18(b), for example,
demonstrates data rates assigned by FLEX, in combination
with the EX and EP-1 policies, for a network with node
energy harvesting rates shown in Fig. 18(a) (where errorbars
represent variations in energy harvesting rates in different
experiments).17
The FLEX policy, in combination with the EP-1, ensures
energy neutrality. In combination with EX and with EP-K
for K 6= 1, similarly to the DRC policy examined in the
previous section, FLEX may underspend or overspend the
energy of the nodes. For example, in the evaluation scenarios
shown in Fig. 18, combined with EP-1, FLEX spends 96.4%
of the energy harvested by node u; combined with EX,
it spends 125%. To achieve energy neutrality, FLEX needs
to take into account energy spending on control messages,
transmitted by the CC at a fixed rate rc . For example, prior
16 The DLEX data rate allocation algorithm developed in [12] is implicitly
tied to a particular, EP-based, node energy allocation policy. In FLEX, we
combine the data rate allocation algorithm of [12] with different node policies.
17 We provided the prototypes with light inputs corresponding to the light
energy recorded over a day in L-2, compressed to 720s (12min) and scaled
by 60.4x. The prototypes were equipped with OPVs. In 8 experiments, the
variability in the total energy harvested was under 4.1% for the CC, and under
1% for nodes u and v. We provided nodes with nearly identical light inputs,
yet harvesting rates, shown in Fig. 18(a), differed by more than 1.8x. This is
due to different efficiencies of the OPVs integrated with different prototypes.
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TABLE IV
D ATA RATES r

Policy
r, % of MX

UNDER DIFFERENT TOPOLOGY ADAPTATION POLICIES .

Tree A
82.4

Tree B
95.1

RR-10 RR-50 L-7
92.6
97.8
88.2

L-18
92.8

to calculating node data rates according to Alg. 1, nodes’
s′ (i) values need to be reduced as s′cc (i) ← s′cc (i) − rc · ctx ,
s′u (i) ← s′u (i) − rc · [crx + ctx ], s′v (i) ← s′v (i) − rc · crx . We note
that rc values directly affect nodes’ data rates, as can be
seen, for example, in Fig. 18(c), which corresponds to energy
harvesting rates shown in Fig. 18(a).18 In future work, we will
develop flow control policies that jointly determine, and adapt
to environmental energy dynamics, node energy allocations,
control message rates, and data rates.
B. Collection Tree Selection
We evaluated collection tree adaptation policies in a ‘diamond’ network topology, shown in Fig. 17(b), where nodes u
and v send messages to the CC directly, while node w sends its
messages via a ‘forwarder’, u (tree A) or v (tree B). A collection tree is chosen by the CC based on one of the heuristics
outlined below. Once a tree is selected, node data rates are
assigned using the FLEX flow control policies, in combination
with the EX policies. We compare the performance of these
heuristics to the performance in networks where the collection
trees are fixed, and to an EP-1-based MX policy, that calculates
the best collection tree offline.
Round Robin (RR-T ): Trees A and B alternate every T
seconds. We evaluate the RR-T policy for T = 10s and
T = 50s.
Battery Level-based (L-B): The collection tree is changed,
if the battery level of the ‘forwarder’ in the current tree is
B mC lower than the battery level of the other ‘forwarder’. We
evaluate the L-B policy for B = 7mC and B = 18mC. We note
that tree selection based on node battery levels is commonly
used in (non-energy-harvesting) sensor networks [40].
The evaluation results presented below correspond to the
node energy harvesting rates shown in Fig. 19(a) (errorbars
represent variations in harvesting rates in different experiments).19 Table IV shows the average data rates obtained
18 Each data point in Fig. 18(c) corresponds to a complete 700s (11.6min)
testbed experiment.
19 We provided the prototypes with light inputs corresponding to the light
energy recorded over a day in L-1 and L-2 (nearby locations in the same office
[18]), compressed to 400s (6.6min) and scaled by 20.0x. The prototypes were
equipped with OPVs. In 8 experiments, the variability in total energy harvested
was under 3% for all nodes.

under different policies, as a percentage of data rates obtained
under the MX policy. Note that using Trees A and B results
in different data rates (due to the difference in the energy
harvested by u and v). Fig. 19(b) shows the percentage of
harvested energy used by the nodes.
All collection tree adaptation policies resulted in data rate
improvements over the fixed Tree A. This emphasizes the
need for topology adaptation policies for networks of energy
harvesting nodes. The use of the L-B policies did not result
in data rate improvements over the fixed Tree B. Due to
FLEX and EX not taking battery levels into account, L-B only
changes energy use patterns in nodes u and v (as can be seen
in Fig. 19(b)). Developing and implementing policies for joint
data rate determination and topology adaptation for EnHANTs
is a subject for future work.
VIII. D ISCUSSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

This paper describes the Energy Harvesting Active Networked Tag (EnHANT) prototypes and testbed, as well as
experiments with energy harvesting adaptive policies. To the
best of our knowledge, the prototypes and the testbed are the
first of their kind.
The prototype and testbed design required expertise in
organic electronics, ultra-low-power circuits, communications,
and networking. The pulse-based nature of Ultra-Wideband
Impulse-Radio (UWB-IR) communications necessitated rethinking many aspects of communications that are usually
taken for granted by higher-layer protocols, e.g., the Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) functionality. Extensive design
and tuning effort was required to make the testbed experiments
possible. In particular, monitoring small amounts of energy in
the Energy Harvesting Module (EHM) battery in near real time
and providing controllable and repeatable energy trace-based
light energy conditions proved to be challenging.
Experiments with energy harvesting adaptive algorithms
provided many insights. For example, we observed that using
different types of solar cells results in different dynamics
in energy harvesting rates. We also observed that policies
developed for a specific network layer (e.g., node, link)
may not perform well when combined together. We observed
that, due to the limited energy budget and the dynamic
energy availability, control messages overhead and minimum
communication rate requirements have an effect on policy
performance. Our evaluations also highlighted the need for
flow control policies for networks of energy harvesting nodes,
in general, and for UWB-IR-based networks in particular.
Our future work will focus on hardware, software, and
algorithms that will support the realization of the longterm EnHANTs vision. We will design and integrate with
the prototypes hardware components tailored for the future
EnHANT form factor (described in Section I), such as thin
film batteries, flexible antennas, and next-generation UWB-IR
transceivers. We will develop MAC protocols specifically for
ultra low power UWR-IR communications. Furthermore, we
will develop lightweight distributed energy harvesting adaptive
protocols for large-scale multihop networks of the EnHANTs.
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A PPENDIX I: E VOLUTIONARY S YSTEM D EVELOPMENT
The prototypes and the testbed were developed and integrated in five phases over a 3-year period, as shown schematically in Fig. 20. We initially used off-the-shelf components,
including MICA2 motes20 ; throughout the different phases,
nearly all the off-the-shelf components were replaced with
custom-designed ones. At the end of each development phase,
we fully integrated the phase’s prototype and testbed components (as indicated in Fig. 20), and demonstrated a fully
functional system. This approach necessitates continuous interaction between the designers and developers of different
components and algorithms, and ensures that the integration
challenges are addressed quickly.
Below, we summarize the design and development process
for the different prototype components and the testbed presented in this paper.
Solar Cells and the EHM – The phase I EHM did not
harvest or store energy. However, it already monitored the
environmental light energy availability using a light sensor
and a monocrystalline Si solar cell (indoor light levels are too
low for harvesting with these cells). This early introduction
of the environmental energy awareness allowed us to begin
experimenting, very early on, with energy harvesting adaptive
policies. In phase II, we introduced the a-Si solar cells for
indoor energy harvesting, and interfaced them with the EHM.
The phase II EHM performed the full set of functions the
current EHM performs. It was developed using a separate
microcontroller board (Arduino Duemilanove), so that it could
be designed and tested independently of the other prototype
components. The information the EHM reported to the control
module (i.e., battery level and harvesting rate) were two analog
voltages, which had to be redigitized and reprocessed on the
control module. In phase III, this interface was streamlined: to
allow for tighter integration, all energy state processing was
moved to the control module. In this phase, we also added a
current sense amplifier to the EHM (see Fig. 10) to provide
real time energy harvesting rate information. In phase IV, we
interfaced the EHM with our OPVs, and implemented the
EHM circuitry which accommodates both a-Si solar cells and
OPVs (their electrical characteristics are similar). In phase V,
we improved the OPV fabrication process, which dramatically
enhanced the repeatability of the experimental results. We also
improved the interface between the OPVs and the EHM by
introducing new enclosures for the OPVs, and redesigning the
OPV connectors.
20 The current EnHANT prototype only uses the mote’s microcontroller. The
initial hardware integration efforts resulted in many devices being damaged.
Therefore, we decided to use MICA2 motes, of which we had an over-supply
in an outdated sensor network testbed.

Communications and MAC – As described in Section III,
the prototypes communicate with each other using UWB-IR
transceivers, and use TinyOS and the layered Fennec Fox
software framework. In Phase I and Phase II, the prototypes
communicated with each other using MICA2 transceivers
(Chipcon CC1000 radio, operating at 915 MHz) and were
running the standard TinyOS software. In Phase II, we ported
the software we previously developed for the standard TinyOS
to the TinyOS with a Fennec Fox framework [33], which
provided a layered network protocol stack. This eased the integration of the UWB-IR transceiver we completed in Phase III.
The new transceiver called for a new MAC protocol using
the CCA functionality (see Section VI-A), which we also
implemented in Phase III.
Energy Harvesting Adaptive Policies – In Phase I, using
the EHM-supplied environmental light energy availability information, we implemented the core node energy allocation
and link data rate control energy policies. In Phase II, we
implemented the flow control and the topology adaptation
policies for a cluster (i.e., single-hop network) topology. In
Phase III, as we introduced the UWB-IR transceiver and were
rebuilding the prototype communications ‘from the ground
up’, the adaptive policies were ‘stepped back’ to Phase I
node and link policies. In Phase IV, we reintroduced the flow
control policies for the cluster topologies, and in Phase V, we
implemented these policies for a multihop topology.
Testbed – The prototype monitoring and control system
described in Section III-B started out as a straightforward
data logger with a simple visualization interface. One of the
prototypes was placed on a programming board connected
to a computer running the logger; the other prototypes were
sending, over the wireless channel, their energy state information to this prototype. This monitoring approach provided
extremely limited performance in terms of reliability and
delay. Thus, in Phase I we developed the current monitoring
and control system that relies on a back-end Ethernet channel.
In Phases I and II this allowed us to display real-time data
rates, messages exchanged by the prototypes, and the network
topology. Displaying the energy states in real-time, however,
only became possible in Phase III, when the supporting
circuitry was implemented in the EHM.
In Phases I and II, we used various ad hoc installations
(i.e., different arrangements of lamps and flashlights) for the
light control. In Phase III, to enable experimentations with
stable repeatable light inputs, we built a manual light control
system that used the typical household incandescent lamps;
we quickly discovered that the intense heat generated by the
prolonged use of these lamps caused problems for different
prototype components. In Phase IV we replaced the manual
light system with the LED-based one. The software-based
system, which allows for experimentation with real-world
based traces, was introduced in Phase V.
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